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1. Introduction:
a. Introduction:
Georgia Federation was at war with the Monroe Republic at some point, back when
Miles Matheson was still in charge of the Monroe Militia.
When there was a thread of a nuclear bomb at the Georgia Federation from the Monroe
and Monroe Republic used the power against Georgia Federation, Georgia Federation
sent their troops to Monroe Republic to fight against the Militia and stop them from using
the power for their own benefits.

b. Definition of Key Words:

Black-Out: The Blackout was an artificially-caused apocalyptic event occurring in
September 2012. The event disabled all forms of electricity.
The night of the Blackout was originally a combat test on a Taliban-controlled compound
in Pakistan, but a malfunction in the command execution of the Nanites caused an
unprecedented worldwide loss of power.
Militia: The Monroe Militia is the force that controls the Monroe Republic, it serves as

the army, police and secret police of the Republic. It operates with impunity in an area
that includes the wreckage of Chicago, Illinois and several other cities. The name
suggests that it was organized by Sebastian Monroe, although he was in Port Royal,
South Carolina at the time of The Blackout.

Pendants: The Pendant is an item which
enables any electrical device to once again
function as it did before The Blackout.
Each pendant has a limited range of 9 to 10
feet, but will affect all electrical devices in
that areas. 12 total pendants exist. Internally,
each has a male USB port, with a portion that
detaches like a flash drive. They also each
send out tracking and activity signals that
may be monitored remotely.

2. Body:
Sometime after the Blackout, Sebastian Monroe and Miles Matheson together established
the Monroe Republic as a way to police the ruins of America after being plunged into
chaos. Miles assumed the post of Commanding General of the Militia, while Monroe
dealt with the political side of things.
While life within the Republic's borders tends to be rather unforgiving, the quality of life
for the average citizen deteriorates rapidly west of Pittsburgh to third world conditions, as
there are many rebel attacks, smugglers bringing people into the Republic illegally, and
bandits.
The Monroe Republic has attempted diplomatic relations with the California
Commonwealth in the past, but their emissaries seldom return. The Monroe Republic is
almost to the point of open war with the Georgia Federation and the Plains Nation,
possibly due to resentment of the former's successful economy and the latter's alliance

with the former. Miles Matheson also expressed heavy disdain for the nation of Texas,
indicating a hostile relationship between the Monroe Republic and Texas. It is unknown
if the Monroe Republic is in contact with any nations overseas. While there may be
legitimate reasons for the Monroe Republic's isolation from the rest of America, the
driving force is Monroe's personal lust for power and his desire to conquer the entire
continent.

15 years after the Blackout the Georgia Federation has allied with the Plains Nation in a
planned assault on the Monroe Republic. Colonel Faber reported that the Federation was
just days away from an all-out war with the Republic. The Georgia Federation is run by
President Kelly Foster from its capital, Atlanta. Unlike the Monroe Republic, the Georgia
Federation has a civilian government that commands the armed forces. The country also
has a well structured judicial system. Citizens of the Georgia Federation enjoy a large
array of personal freedoms that include equality, free market economics, and protection.
Unlike the Monroe Republic, the Georgian government administers to all of their citizens
without the use of armed intimidation; enforcing the rule of law through legitimate
governance.
The Georgia Federation is run by President Kelly Foster from its capital, Atlanta. Unlike
the Monroe Republic, the Georgia Federation has a civilian government that commands
the armed forces. The country also has a well structured judicial system. Citizens of the
Georgia Federation enjoy a large array of personal freedoms that include equality, free

market economics, and protection. Unlike the Monroe Republic, the Georgian
government administers to all of their citizens without the use of armed intimidation;
enforcing the rule of law through legitimate governance. The President of the Georgia
Federation serves as the Head of State, Head of Government, Chief Diplomat, and
Commander in Chief. The President operates a cabinet for delegation and advisory
purposes. Since Georgia is a federation, they likely have political divisions, with the
central government having the most authority.
The President of the Georgia Federation serves as the Head of State, Head of
Government, Chief Diplomat, and Commander in Chief. The President operates a cabinet
for delegation and advisory purposes. Since Georgia is a federation, they likely have
political divisions, with the central government having the most authority.
Georgia has a large agricultural economy due to their warmer climate. They can grow a
wider variety of foods for longer, and as such are able to sell more and have a larger
economy. They have a much more advanced civilian infrastructure than the Monroe
Republic, such as a public transportation system that uses steam-powered school buses as
well as personal motorized vehicles, such as motorcycles. Therefore, the roads
throughout the country are well maintained. The Federation is very wealthy both in terms
of national product and individual income. They have developed a trade network with
England, indicating that the country has a merchant marine fleet, likely powered by steam
as well. Unlike the Monroe Republic, the Georgia Federation has massive cities like
Atlanta and empowers their citizens through economics. The standard of living in
Georgia is much higher as seen by the majority of well-fed, clean, well-dressed, and
wealthy citizens. According to Miles, the Georgia Federation also traded with Europe,
meaning they used tall ships or steamers to get there.
The Georgia Federation utilizes many forms of steam technology such as Steam Buses,
Steam Boats and steam motorbikes.

3. Conclusion:

a. Possible Solutions:
The conflict between Monroe Republic and Georgia Federation has been going on for a
long time and it is ruining the possible peace of the United States.

To end the conflict and get over the hardships, two nations should work together and find
a way that will make both of them satisfied.

b. Notes from the chair:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Revolution_episodes
https://trello.com/b/cSrMrjYM/revolution

